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                                Step 1: Identify your sofa brand and model

                            

	


	
	
		
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
		
	
	
		
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
		
	
	
		
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
		
	
	
		
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
		
	
	
	
	



                            
                                Step 2: Pick the best fabric for your sofa cover

                            

	


	
	
		
			
		
		
			
		
		
			
			
				
				
				
				
				
				
			
		
		
			
		
			
		
			
		
			
	
	
		
			
		
		
			
		
		
			
			
				
				
				
				
				
				
			
		
		
			
	



                            
                                Step 3: Customise your sofa cover with styles and accessories

                            

	


	




	
	
		
		
		
		
		
		
	



                            
                                Step 4: Place your sofa cover order

                            



        

    







    
        
            
                Get that Spring feeling with our favourite fabrics
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	IKEA Farlov sofa covers
in Signature Velvet Caramel
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	IKEA Kivik sofa covers
in Performance Weave Woodland Grey
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	IKEA Nammaro sofa covers
in Sunbrella ® Canvas Flax
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	Made to measure cushion covers
in Performance Tweed Tangerine
	






            

        

    








    
        
            
                
                    Furniture brands we cover
Our custom handmade sofa covers, chair covers and ottoman covers fit any model. We create couch covers for current and discontinued sofa, sofa bed, chair and ottoman models from major brands including IKEA, Pottery Barn, Muji and more.
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                    [image: IKEA Soderhamn 3-seater sofa in a Scandinavian living room, featuring a soft and durable Everyday Linen cream sofa cover]
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                    [image: Bohemian living room featuring Pottery Barn Basic sofa with stain and liquid-resistant Performance Weave cream slipcover]


                    
                
                    [image: Crate and Barrel Willow sofa with spill-resistant Savannah Saddle synthetic leather slipcover in a decorated living room]
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                                Delivery in 14 days

                            

	

                            
                                Expert help from real people

                            

	

                            
                                60-day 'In Love Again' Guarantee

                            

	

                            
                                Handmade with a 3-year warranty
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			The best fitting sofa covers
Comfort Works sofa covers and couch covers are stylish replacement slipcovers for any sofa. Our sofa covers achieve the perfect fit and personalised look of upholstery, whatever your sofa brand, size or shape.   



Transform your sofa from the comfort of your own home with easy removable sofa covers. Order your sofa covers online with us: simply select your sofa model, choose your fabric and wait for your new sofa look to be delivered to your door. Comfort Works couch slipcovers easily zip on and off and work for any kind of sofa: loveseats, 2-seater sofas, 3-seater sofas, sectional and modular sofas, sleeper sofa beds and more.

                        Find your sofa brand
                    


		

	








        Custom design your own couch


    


    
        
[image: Lady deciding on fabric sample for her sofa cover]


Any colour, any time
Change up the colour of your couch whenever you want. Our range of high quality sofa fabrics features bold shades and neutral tones.
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Made for your family
Our sofa covers are crafted from specialist, high-performance fabrics. Whether you need your couch to be pet-friendly, spill-resistant or low-maintenance, we’ve got the perfect sofa covers for the job.
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Styles that reflect your personality
Give any sofa a contemporary look or some classic charm with our couch slipcovers, available in a range of different finishes and styles.
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Any colour, any time
Change up the colour of your couch whenever you want. Our range of high quality sofa fabrics features bold shades and neutral tones.
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Made for your family
Our sofa covers are crafted from specialist, high-performance fabrics. Whether you need your couch to be pet-friendly, spill-resistant or low-maintenance, we’ve got the perfect sofa covers for the job.
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Styles that reflect your personality
Give any sofa a contemporary look or some classic charm with our couch slipcovers, available in a range of different finishes and styles.






    






        
            Your sofa needs a new slipcover
Do you need a new sofa? Or do you just need a new sofa cover? The magic of slipcovers and couch covers is that they can transform old, worn-out and even damaged sofas without the need for expensive reupholstery or purchasing a new couch. Custom slipcovers are an easy, affordable and sustainable way to update your furniture, whether you want a new look, added comfort or extra features like spill-resistance and scratch-resistance.


        

    





        Comfort Works in real homes
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I love my new slipcover for my crate and barrel sectional sofa! Process was quick and easy. I am so impressed with how well it fits!
Hayley S.
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Now my old model Joybird went from gray to plush velvet green, a foundation for the more maximalist look I’m working on. Comfort Works is very responsive and fulfilment was lightning fast!
Rama G.
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I love this product because it is stain resistant and pet friendly. Wouldn't go through any other company again for furniture covers.
Sarah L.
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We couldn't be happier with the replacement slipcovers for our Pottery Barn couch. The claw-proof velvet is perfect for a house with two dogs and a cat.
Carol R.
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They were super responsive throughout the process and were very thorough to ensure the custom measurements all added up. The couch covers fit perfectly and we love them so far!
Madison M.
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They were super responsive throughout the process and were very thorough to ensure the custom measurements all added up. The couch covers fit perfectly and we love them so far!
Madison M.






            

        


    







        Redesign your furniture
Create your own custom slipcovers for a range of different furniture models.
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Cover for sofas
2-seaters, 3-seaters, sectionals,  sleeper sofas and more.
Shop sofa covers >
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Cover for sectional sofas
Modular and sectional sofas,  couches and sofa beds.
Shop sectional sofa covers >
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Cover for chairs
Dining chairs, armchairs and chaise lounges.
Shop chair covers >
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Cover for ottomans
Ottomans, footstools and poufs.
Shop ottoman covers >
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Cover for chairs
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Cover for ottomans
Ottomans, footstools and poufs.
Shop ottoman covers >
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			We want you to love your sofa
We can’t wait to see how your new Comfort Works sofa covers look on your couch. Live with them and put them to the test. If they don’t fit, look or perform as we’ve promised in the first 60 days, we’ll make it right with free replacement sofa covers. And if they don't fit? We’ll issue you a full refund, no questions asked.



Read about our 60-Day In Love Again Guarantee >
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        I can't find my sofa model on your site. Can I get a quote for a custom made-to-measure sofa cover?

        
            
  


            
  


        

    

    We'd love to give you a price quote for our slipcovers, but we need to know which sofa you have first. Don't worry if you're unsure, just send us some photos and we'll help you identify it. You can find our slipcover prices on our website, or if you're looking for something custom, just give us a shout at info@comfort-works.com and we'll see what we can do. 



Prices for made-to-measure slipcovers start at:

US$429 for an armchair

US$679 for a 2-seater sofa

US$789 for a 3-seater sofa



But it all depends on the fabric and level of customization you want.





    
        Can you make custom sofa covers for my furniture?

        
            
  


            
  


        

    

    Yes (mostly!). First, send us 4 photos of your furniture (front, side, back, and cushions) and some details about it such as where you purchased it from. We'll check if we can make a slipcover for it. Some designs (like wingback chairs and recliners) can't be slipcovered, so we'll let you know. Once we confirm, we'll give you a quote and recommend you get some fabric samples first before placing an order with us. Check out our website for pricing or ballpark estimates.





    
        What if I can't find my model on your site?

        
            
  


            
  


        

    

    We are constantly adding new sofa cover templates to our range, which already includes popular brands such as IKEA, Pottery Barn, West Elm, Article, Muji, Crate & Barrel, and Rowe. If you can't find your sofa model on our website, you can use our Sofa Request form to check if we can create a cover for it through our made-to-measure service. Alternatively, you can email us (info@comfort-works.com). Our goal is to save as many sofas from the landfills by giving them a brand new look and feel through our sofa covers!





    
        What sofa model do I have?

        
            
  


            
  


        

    

    Comfort Works prides ourselves in being sofa experts. If you do not know what sofa you have, e-mail us (info@comfort-works.com) a few photographs so we can help! 99% of the time as long as you give us an image we'd be able to decipher which sofa you have, unless it's a very special sofa or has been discontinued decades ago.



Even if you don't see your sofa on the website, we still might be able to custom-make it for you :)





    
        How can I be sure that the covers fit my furniture?

        
            
  


            
  


        

    

    We offer an industry-leading 60-day 'In Love Again' guarantee to ensure you can have a brand-new looking sofa with our covers. You can try out your slipcovers for 60 days, washing them and subjecting them to life on your terms. If they don't fit or perform as expected, we'll make it right by providing a brand-new replacement free of charge. If you're still not satisfied with the replacement sofa covers, we'll try again with another replacement or give you a full refund, no questions asked. However, please note that this replacement policy does not apply to honest mistakes or change of mind. 



Learn more about our 60-Day 'In Love Again' guarantee  here.
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                    Discover the transformative power of custom sofa covers today.
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